The data shown on this map have been obtained from various sources, and are of varying age, reliability and resolution. This map is not intended to be used for navigation, nor is this map an authoritative source of information about legal land ownership or public access. Users of this map should confirm the ownership of land through other means in order to avoid trespassing. No warranty, expressed or implied, is made regarding accuracy, applicability for a particular use, completeness, or legality of the information depicted on this map.

Proposed Recreation Facilities Sites (General Locations) & Other Infrastructure

- Star: Site of future visitor center
- Star: Site of future day use areas
- Star: Site of future rocketry area
- Blue star: Proposed Trailhead
- Red star: Proposed Interpretive
- Blue star: Proposed Visitor Center
- Black star: Proposed Corral
- Black star: Proposed ADA Fishing
- Black star: Proposed Vault Toilet
- Black star: Proposed Shelter
- Black star: Proposed Picnic Tables
- Black star: Proposed Overlook
- Black star: Proposed Amphitheater
- Black star: Proposed Parking
- Black star: Proposed Rocketry

- Off-leash dog area (August 1 to April 14)
- DNR Managed Land
- Recreation Mgt. Area - Type 4
- Cemetery
- Proposed Roads: See Road map for open for public uses
- Proposed Project Boundary
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